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In this part of the paper we turn to the concepts of Gelfand and Pettis 
integrability and integration of scalar-valued functions with respect to a 
Banach space valued measure. The problem before us and our method for 
solving it have been outlined in Section 1 of Part I of this paper.’ In what 
follows we adhere to the notation of Part I and continue the trend set in 
that part. All references with numbers such as 1.2, 2.3, and A5 are to the 
items in Sections 1 and 2 and Appendix A in Part I. 
3. THE VARIATIONS OF A VECTOR MEASURE AND GELFAND INTEGRABILITY 
In this section we shall adhere to the notations 2.1 and 2.3. In particular, 
X is a Banach space over ff, and 9 is a &ring over the set Q and 
< E FA(9, X). As indicated in Section 1, the variation measure l<l is of 
limited value when 57 is infinite dimensional. We now recall the notions of 
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the quasi-variation, and the semi-variation, its negligibility class and 
carrier. The semi-variation is important. 
3.1. DEF. For all A E 9’Oc, let 
17, := (71: 71 is a finite class of 11 sets in 9 n 2A}. 
(a) The quasi-uariution q( .) of t is the function on 9”’ defined by: 
VA E &“, 
q;(A) := sup{ It(d)\: A E 9 A 2A}. 
(b) The semi-variation s,& .) of < is the function on 9”’ defined by: 
VA E 9“‘=, 
s&A):=sup 1 a(A)5(A)~:~~17,,cc~ff”&la(.)I~l 
AER 
(c) e/4$ := {N: NE 9”” & VA E 9“‘=, s<(A n N) = O}; cf. 2.1(d). 
(d) %f;-c := (C: CE 9“” & VA E 5?loc, s&A n C) =$&A)}; cf. 2.1(e). 
The quasi- and semi-variations of 5 have the following simple properties, 
as the reader can easily check. 
3.2. TRW. Let 5, q E CA(9, %). Then 
(a) VA E @“, O~qqt(A)~s,(A)~151(A),<oo; 
(b) vc~ E, q,<(A)= ICI q&A), s,.<(A)= ICI s&A); 
(cl 4 c+Ildq,+q,? Sg+q<Sg+S,. 
We now assert a useful boundedness principle valid for the quasi-, semi-, 
and total-variations of families of CA measures on 9 to a Banach space Z?‘, 
parametrized over a complete normed group Y. The only measure theory 
required in the proof is the properties of qe and s, listed in 3.2 and the 
corresponding properties for 141; cf. 2.5. 
3.3. THM. (Uniform Boundedness Principle). Let 
(i) (Y, +, 1.1) be a Bunach group, i.e., an abelian group with a norm 
1.1’ that yields a complete metric; 
(ii) V~EFA(~,F), ll~ll(~) standfor any one of lil(.), si(.), q&.1, 
where 2 is a Banach space over [F (cf. Defs. 2.3 and 3.1); 
*That is, 1.1 is a function on uY to IX,,+ such that vy,, y2, Y ~g, ly, + y21 G IYII+ 1~4, 
I-)‘J=lyl & /yI=Ooy=O. 
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(iii) q( .) be a homomorphism on the group Y to the group FA(9, S) 
such that VA E 9?“‘, 
lIv]( .)/I(A) is lower semi-continuous on Y to [0, co], i.e., 
Y, --, Y in g * llv(~N(A) < lim Ilv(~,,)ll(A) d a3. n-r: 
Then 
(a) VA E 9“” we haoe 
(b) when Y is a Banach space ouer [F, and the q( .) in (iii) is a linear 
operator on Y to FA(9,5!‘) we have VA E cS’~‘, 
Ilrl(.)ll(A)<~on”~* sup Ilrl(y)ll(A)<~. 
Il.1 < 1 
Proof (a) Take an A E $8”” such that 
VY’YY, lMy)ll(A) < ~0. (1) 
Define 
VP’PN,, Z,:={Y:YE~& lIrl(~M4d~). (2) 
We assert that 
VP’PE+, Zp is closed in Y. (1) 
Proof of (I). Let pE N + and (y,),“, i be a sequence in Z, such that 
y, --+ y in Y. Then, by (2), t/n2 1, Ilq(y,)ll(A)<p. Hence by (ii), 
Ila(y)II(/?)G lim lls(y,)II(~)~ P. 
n-02 
Thus y E Z,, i.e., Z, is closed, and we have (I). 
Now by (1) “Y = U,“= i Z,, and each Z, is closed. Therefore, by Baire’s 
theorem, at least one Z,, say ZPO, has a non-void interior, say 
fl(yo, ro) E ZpoT where m( y,, rO) is the closed ball in 0Y with center y, and 
radius rO. Thus (cf. (2)), 
SUP~IIV(YN(A): l.vy~l dro)Gpo. 
We will finish the proof of (a) by showing that 
(3) 
SUP Il?(y’)ll(A)d2Po. 
jr”/ G r. 
(11) 
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Proof of (II). Let ~‘ECP and Iv’1 dr,. Then y :=y,+ Y’Em(yo, rO), 
and so by (3), 
II~(Y)II(~)~Po, II?(Yo)ll(~) 6 PO. (4) 
Now since q( .) is a homomorphism on 9/, and therefore, q(O) = 0 and 
q( - y) = -q(y), it follows that 
vl(Y’) = ?(Y - Yo) = ?(Y) + rl( - Yo) = V(Y) - V(Yo). 
Hence (cf. 2.5 and 3.2), 
IlkY’)ll G IMY)II + II?(Yo)ll. 
Thus from (4), IIq(y’)I/(,4)<2p,. This holds VY’ESY such that Iy’l<r,. 
Hence (II ). 
This finishes the proof of (a). 
(b) Let @Y be a Banach space, A be as in (1 ), and y’ E G!/ be such that 
Iv’1 Q 1. Then Iroy’ <ro, and hence by (II), 
IWO ~‘111 (A 1 G 37,. (5) 
But since q( .) is now homogeneous, 
LHS(5)= Il~o~~~‘~ll~~~=~ollrl~~‘~II~~~~ cf. 3.2(b). 
Hence, from (5), Ilq(y’)ll(A) < 2po/ro. This holds VJJ’E ?Y with Iv’\ < 1. Thus 
sup IIrlW)ll(~)~&~~/r~~ ~0. 
IY’I < 1 
This proves the =S part of (b). The C= part is trivial. Thus (b). [ 
The following properties of the semi-variation are fundamental: 
3.4. LEMMA. Let 5 E FA(9, X). Then 
(a) se( -) is a monotone increasing, finitely subadditive function on 9”’ 
to co, aI; 
(b) VA E 9”“, VA E 9““, s,(A) < Ill(A) E [0, CD], with equality 
holding when ?& = F; 
(c) VA E PC, 
qr(A)~s@)= sup Ix’~rl(A)<4q<(A)<co; J’ E I’ IX’I c 1 
q<(A)= SUP q,,-,U)<co; 
5’ E 5’ 
lr’l < I 
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(d) VX’E%-’ & V’AE~“‘~, Ix’otl(A)6 lx’1 s&A)E [0, a]; 
(e) x:+x’ in X’=S-VAE~“~, Ix’~~I(A)dlhlx~~5l<oO; 
(f) VA E @=, s;(A)<oo, zyfvx'Ez-2^), Ix'~c$l(A)<co: 
(g) VCEPC, Sc(C)=sup,E,Sc(CnD); 
(h) VC E 9““, 3 sequence (D,),“= I in 9 3 xc(C) = lim, _ m s[( C n D,); 
(i) -~=~.y~t.Y~JI/~~ e=-+i;; q=nrr’Ez.ce,. ;=vst. 
Proof. For unobvious parts of (a)-(c), see [2, pp. 52255, No. 2, 
Prop. 3; No. 3, Prop. 51. Part (d) obviously follows from (c). 
(e) Let .x:, + x’ in Z’, A E $8”’ and n E DA ; cf. 3.2. Then obviously 
VDE~, I(x’o5W)I = lim I(x~~t)(D)I (1) n-r 
and therefore 
Taking the sup for rc in 17, on the LHS, we get (e). 
(f) Define VX’EX’, r](x’) :=x/o 5 on 9. Clearly, VX’EX’, I](x’)E 
FA(9, I?) and VD E 9, r](.)(D) is a linear functional on .!E’ to IF. Also by (e). 
q has the lower-semi-continuity property: when XL --t x’ in X”, 
VA E 9““, IW)I(A)6 lim Ivr(x~)l(A)~ ~0. n-r 
Thus the function q( .) satisfies the premises of Principle 3.3(b) with 
GY=?Z’ and Z? = [F, and therefore VAES’“’ 
sup Ix’otl(A) < ~0, iff VX’EX’, Ix’orl(A)< co. 
I”1 < 1 
By (c), the LHS is s,(A), and we have (f). 
(g) This follows on applying the result 2.4(b) to the variations Ix’ o 51 
and then appealing to (c). Part (h) is a reformulation of (g). The proof of 
(i) is routine and is left to the reader. 1 
For CA measures we have, in addition: 
3.5. COR. Let r E CA(9, %). Then 
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(a) sg is countably subadditive on ~3’~’ to [0, a~]; 
(b) VD in 9, It(D)1 <q,=(D) < s&D) -c co; 
(c) when 9 is a a-ring, 5 is bounded on 9; 
(d) (D,),“=, is in 9 & D, 1 D, as n + co, *s&D,) 1 s&D), as n --) co; 
(e) (A,),“_,isin~‘““&A,fA,asn~co,j~~(A~)f~~(A),asn~co. 
Proof Part (a) is obvious. 
(b) Let DEB. By 3.1(a) and 3.2(a), l<(D)1 <q&D) <s&D). Next, 
Vx’ E X’, x’o 5 E CA(9, F) and therefore by Cor. 2.6(c), Ix’ 0 <l(D) < co. 
Applying Lemma 3.4(f), we conclude that s&D) < ~0.~ 
(c) Suppose that 4: is unbounded. Then 3(D,);” in 9 such that 
Vna 1, n 6 IWJI d qe(DJ. 
But because 9 is a o-ring, D := U ;” D, E 9, and because qc is increasing, it 
follows that Vn 2 1, n < q&D). Thus q&D) = co, which, by virtue of (b), is a 
contradiction. Thus (c). 
(d) The proof repeats the argument used by Lewis to prove the 
somewhat different results [7, No. 1.3; 8, No. 2.41. 
Case 1. Let D=@ and let s~(D,)JIE&,+, as n+co. If l=O, we are 
done. Suppose that l> 0. Then each s&D,,J > 1, and therefore by 3.4(c), 
Vm>l, 3x:,~X’3 Ixkl< 1 & Ix:,~<l(D,)>1. (1) 
Now grant momentarily that 
Vm>l, 3v,>m & 3A,~~n2Dm’Dv~3 It( >/l/8, (1) 
and define n i := 1, n2 := v,,, . . . . nk+ i := v,,~, Then taking m =nl, n,, . . . in 
(I), we get a sequence (A,Jp=, such that 
A,,,E9n2Dnk\Dnr.+l & I@A.,)l >1/8. (2) 
Now each A,, G D1 E 9. Hence (cf. Dinculeanu [2, p. 5, Prop. 8]), A := 
lJF= i A,, E 9. Also, clearly the A,, are disjoint. Hence x2= i {(A,,) 
convergences unconditionally to ((A). Hence ((A,,) + 0, as k + co, in 
contradiction to (2). This shows that the supposition I > 0 is untenable, i.e., 
1= 0 as required. 
9This proof is more direct than one based on the Banach-Steinhaus theorem; cf. 
Dinculeanu [2, p. 56, Prop. 71 or Dunford and Schwartz [3, I, p. 319, Cor. 23. 
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It remains to prove (I). Fix m > 1 and let X; be as in (1). Then by 
Cor. 2.6(c), Ix;0 rl(Dk) JO as k -+ co, and so 3v, >m such that 
Ix:, 0 <l(O,,) < Z/8. Clearly 
l/2< I&~5l(D*)- Ix:,~5l(D”,)= Ix:,~5l(~m\~“J 
~4SUp{15(d)l:dE~n22Dm’D~m}, by 3.4(c). 
Clearly therefore the A,,, demanded in (I) exists. Thus (a). 
Case 2. Let D # a. Then since D, = (D,\D) u D, it follows from the 
subadditivity of sg that 
sc(Dn) d s;(Dn\D) + J#), 
whence by the monotoneity of st, 
0 G s&D,,) -s<(D) d s&Dn\D). (3) 
But by (ii), each D,\D E 9 and D,\D 1 (21. Hence by Case 1, st_(Dn\D) JO, 
as n + co. Hence by (3) s&D,) -+ s&D). Thus (d). 
(e) Let D, t DE 9 and s&D,,) 11. Then E, := D\D, 10 and therefore 
by (d), s&%) lo. But (cf. (a)), 
s&D,) 6 s&D) 6 sc(Dn) + s&En). 
Letting n + co, we have I= se(D). (e) follows on applying 3.4(g). 1 
We turn to the absolute continuity of 5 E CA(9, X) with respect to 
PE CA(9, [0, cc]). The following result is an improvement of Prop. 2.38. 
3.6. PROP. Let ~ECA(~, [0, co]) and 5 ECA(~, 97). Then the follow- 
ing conditions are equivalent : 
(a) DEB & p(D)=O*t(D)=O, 
(8) t-K p on 9 (cf. Def. 2.36) 
(y) 4c*P on 9, 
(6) Se-Kp on 9, 
(E) DEB & p(D)=O=s<(D)=O, 
(4) DEB & p(D)=O*q,(D)=O. 
Proof: We shall show that 
(m) - (PI - (Y) * (6) * (E) * (4) * (a). 
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Proof of (a)*(b). Suppose that (B) fails, i.e., 3E~9 and 3c>O such 
that 
Vn> 1, 30,,~53 c~2~3p(D,) < l/2” & Ip(D,,)l > c. (1) 
We shall show that (a) fails. Define 
Vn> 1, 
7 
S,:= G D,cE 8z 4:= fi S,:= hm Dk. 
k=n n=l k-m 
Then (cf. Dinculeanu [2, p. 5, Prop. 8]), each S, E 9 and therefore d E 9. 
Also obviously, S, 16, as n + co. Now clearly 
sS(S,)2.@n)2 IWJI 2~3 
and therefore by 3.5(d), 
s&D) = lim s&S,) > c. 
“-CC 
But Vn> 1, 
(2) 
Vd~S-1224 p(A)=O. 
Now were (a) to hold, it would follow from (3) that 
VA&h2”, 5(A) = 0, 
whence q&D) = 0, and therefore by 3.4(c), 
0 <s&D) < 4q,(b) = 0, 
in contradiction to (2). Thus (a) must fail. 
Proof of (B) - (y). Let E E 9 and E > 0. Then by (b) 
36=6,,>03D~~nr\~&~~(D)<6~15(D)l~<&. 
Let 
DEGB~TA~ & p(D)<& 
(3) 
(1) 
(2) 
Then by (1 ), 
AE~~~~~~(A)~~(D)<~~~~(A)(,<E. 
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Hence 
(3) 
Thus (2) S. (3), i.e., qc -K p. Thus (y). 
The implication (y) * (6) is obvious since (cf. 3.4(c)) s& .) 6 4qs( .). Next 
the implication (6) j(s) is obvious, and since 0 d qt( .) d s,& .) on 9, 
so is the implication (E)== (4). Finally, since 15( .)15< qr( .), obviously 
(d)*(a). I 
3.7. Remarks. 1. The implications 
(PI = (Y) * (6) * (&I* (4) * (a) 
in 3.6 hold even for ?j E FA(S, X), as an examination of the proofs will 
reveal. Only the implication (a)==- (fl) requires the countable additivity 
of 5. 
2. In the proof, the variation measure of 4 nowhere appears. In our 
proof that (a) + (/I) there is no appeal to 2.38. This shows that the 
condition [<I( .) < 00 on 9 imposed in Prop. 2.38 is redundant. 
Let ~ECA(S, lF)u CA(g, [0, co]) and ~ECA(~, X). We shall now 
associate with these measures two classes Yi+, ?& of “integrable” 
functions. We use the script letter G, since it was I. Gelfand [4] who first 
defined an integral concept for X-valued functions f and [0, cc ]-valued p, 
for which the class %1,11 defined below is central. Analogous integral con- 
cepts can be defined for [F-valued p and X-valuedf, and for X-valued 5 and 
[F-valued f: For the latter, the class g,,< is central. A characteristic of all 
these integral concepts is that the integral falls not in X but in its second 
dual X”. 
3.8. DEF. (a) V~ECA(ZS,IF)UCA(~, [0, co]), we define g,+= 
%,,AQ, 9, P; 3) by 
qp := (f: j-e xQ & Vx’ E X’, X’ Of-E L,(Q, 9, p; F,} 
(b) Vg E CA@, X) we define %i,< = %i,JQ, 9, r; [F) by 
~~,5:={f:~E[F~&vX’EX’,fELl(m,~,x’~~,~)) 
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It follows at once from Defs. 3.8, 2.14(b) that %,+ and ?& are vector 
spaces over IF, and 
(3.9) i 
(a) %+ s Jkl/(@', w(T)) 
(b) 91.t E -,W=@“', W)), 
where w(X) is the o-algebra generated by the base .A$, of weak 
neighborhoods of 3; cf. [9, 2.1(e)].” Next, membership in these spaces is 
easily expressible in terms of the L,-norm defined in 2.14(a); thus: 
(3’10) i 
(a) f~%,,~oVx’E%‘, IX’ 0fll.p < @J; 
(b) f~‘+f,,~oVx’~E’, I f II,d.5 < al. 
It is natural to introduce the following x’-independent norms off:” 
(3.11) 
(a) VfE JW’Oc, @TO), U-II 1,p = sup lx’ofl1.p G 00; 
X’EZ’ 
lx’1 < 1 
(b) Vf~A!l(9’~=, Bl(ff)), Ifl I,5 = sup VI l,x’o~ G 00. 
x’ E L4-’ 
lx’1 < 1 
The classes of 9“” measurable functions on which these norms are finite 
are precisely the vector spaces %,,p and CQ as we now show. 
3.12. THM. Let p E CA(9, IF) u CA(9, [0, a]) and 5 E CA(9, 3). Then 
(4 4., = if: 0 JW@Oc, ~(-fU & llfll l,p < ~0 1; 
(b) %t; = {f:f~ A(@“> B*(Q) & VI 1.5 < 00 1. 
ProojI (a) Let Zp denote the RHS(a) and let ~EL$. Then by (3.lla) 
and (3.10a),fE$,,; i.e., -r;“, G%,,,. 
Next, fix f E %I+, and define 
Clearly Vx’ EX’, q(x’) E FA(9, LF), and VD E 9, r](-)(D) is a linear 
functional on X’ to IF. Fix x’ E 3’. We contend that q(x’) has the lower- 
semi-continuity property: when XL --+ x’ in X’, 
v‘4 E PC, I?(X’)l(A) d lim I~bG)l(~) < a. (1) n-em 
“‘The different concepts of “Bore.1 measurability” that exist for functions f in %* are 
discussed in [9, Sects. 2, 31. 
H The second of these norms was introduced in [ 11, (2.7)] (under the notation I.flc) 
because of its role in harmonic analysis. We write ljfll 1,p instead of IfI ,+, as it is natural to let 
III,., :=I0 I.f(~L IAW). Obviously llflll,,~ Ifll,, C ~0. 
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Proof of (I). Let A E 9’Oc. Then by (1) and Thm. 2.32(a). 
(2) 
Now since XL -+ x’ in X’, 
Hence by (2) and the classical Fatou lemma, 
IMw4=JA J[y Ixi{f(w)}l . lpl(dw) 
Hence (I). 
6 lim I I-d{fW}l . IPI( lim I?KJ(‘4). n-z A “-CC 
Thus the function q( .) satisfies the premises of Thm. 3.3(b) with Y = !Z’ 
and Z? = [F. It follows, taking A = 52 E 9’Oc, that 
Iq(.)l(Q)< cc on%‘* sup Irj(x’)l(Q)< co. 
/.Y’l s 1 
(3) 
But by (2), sincefE%,,,, 
Vx’ E X’, IsW)l(Q) = b’ofl l,,p < co. 
Thus the left-hand condition in (3) prevails, and therefore, so does the 
right-hand condition. Hence by (2), 
llf II 1,jl := sup Ix’ofl1,jl= sup IrlW)l(Q) < al. 
lr’l s I Ir’l s I 
Thus fE Tp. Hence C!?,,, G yV. 
This completes the proof of (a). 
(b) Let y< denote the RHS(b) and let fg 9$. Then by (3.11b) and 
(3.10b),fEQ; i.e., 9<~9~,~. 
Next, let f~%,,;, and define 
VX’EX’&VDE~, $x’)(D) = J D f(o)(x’ 0 I) E F. (4) 
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Clearly Vx’ E%‘, q(x’) E FA(9, IF), and VDE 9, q(.)(D) is a linear 
functional on %’ to IF. Fix x’ ES?‘. We contend that q(x’) has the lower- 
semi-continuity property: when XL + x’ in X’, 
Proof of (II). Let A E 9’Oc. Then by (4) and Thm. 2.32(a), 
hWl(A) = ho JW=jA If(o)I I X’O 5l(d@) = IfXAl l,.xe’~2<’ (5) 
Also by Lemma 3.4(e) 
lx’oll(A)< lim Ix:,o5l(A). 
n-m (6) 
By (5), (6) and the Fatou lemma 2.13, 
lq(x’)l(A)< lim 1 If(w Ix:,GW=~~~ IrlMJl(A). 
n-cc A 
Thus (II). 
Thus the function q( .) satisfies the premises of Thm. 3.3(b) with 9Y = .!Z” 
and 9 = [F. It follows taking A = DE 91°c, that 
lrl(.)l(Q) < co = sup lW)lP) < co. 
lx’1 < I 
(7) 
But by (5), since f E31,t, 
Vx’ E P, IW)l(Q) = If I l,X’>t( < * 
Thus the left-hand condition in (7) prevails, and therefore so does the 
right-hand condition. Hence by (5), 
If I I,5 := ,-;y;I If I ,,do,$ = sup IW)luJ) < a. 
lx’1 < 1 
Thus f EYl,5. Hence %I,< c Z,,<. 
This completes the proof of (b). 1 
From (3.10b), we easily see that all [F-valued g-simple functions are in 
+&. Also, by Wlb), l.l~t is a semi-norm on the vector space %,,e, which 
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becomes a norm when functionsf, g differing on <-negligible sets are iden- 
tified. Briefly, %I,e is a pre-Banach space under 1 .I 1,5. We now contend that 
it is actually a Banach space. More fully, we have 
3.13. LEMMA. Let <ECA(~,S). Then 
(a) G& is a Banach space over IF under the norm 1.1 ,,r, when functions 
f, g in $!& such that supp(f - g) E -4$ are identified, 
(b) Y( 9, F) is a linear manifold in Q ; 
(c) for all Cauchy sequences (g,),“, , in 31,e, 3 a subsequence (g,,)F= , 
and 3g E ?J,.< such that lim, _ rxI g,,( .) = g( .), a.e. (<) on Q; 
Cd) vf@,.e,r IflL:=o iff suPPfq; 
(e) VA s@oc, Ix~I~,~=s&A). 
ProofI (a) After the preceding remarks, all we have to show is the 
completeness of the norm 1 .I ,,c. Let 
(f,);" be in %.t and f 1fkll.t < ~0. 
k=l 
(1) 
Then we have to show that I2 
as n-+co. 
Pruof of (I ). Let 
VOJER, do) := f Ifk(w)l E co> col~ 
k=l 
Rm:={wES2&~(o)=co}. 
(1) 
(2) 
Since each fk E JZ(FP, Bl(F)), it follows that $EJ!(z?P, Bl[O, co]) and 
B 4) E @‘c. We contend that 
I2 We are appealing to the following standard result taking s, = IF=, fk 
LEMMA. A metric space (X, p) is complete, iff each (s,);=, in X such that 
x, P(Sb.,%+*) < 03 is conoergenl in X. 
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Proof of (A). Fix x’EX’ and let p( .):= Ix’otl(.) for brevity. Then by 
(2) and Fatou’s lemma, 
< lim f Ifkil,t= f lfkll.C<co. 
“*CC kc, k=l 
Hence 4 E &,,, j  51T and it follows classically that Ix’ 0 rl(Q,) = 0. Therefore 
Ihn,l l,l.dotl = 
I 
Id( lx’0 <l(dw) = 0. 0, 
Now this holds Vx’ E X’. Taking the supremum over x’ E X’ with lx’1 < 1, 
we get s&Q,) = 0, i.e., by 3.4(i), 52, E Mt. Also I&n,l 1,5 = 0. Thus (A). 
Now define f( .) on Sz by 
0, 
f(w):= f fk(m), @E&,:=i-i!\~,. 
k=l 
We now leave it to the reader to show, using (A), that 
f E%ri (B) 
f(.)- f fk(‘) FGkz;+, ifk(‘)i+b(h2,(‘) 
on Q; (Cl 
k=l 
I I f- i fk G f lfklI,t, k=l 1.5 k=n+l (D) 
Then since by (1 ), RHS(D) + 0, as n + co, we have established (I), and the 
proof of (a) is over. 
Part (b) is clear, as indicated before the theorem. 
(c) Let (8,);” be a Cauchy sequence in s,,,. Then 3 an increasing 
sequence (nk)y in N+ such that each 1 g,k - g,,L + ,I i, 5 d l/k2. Letting 
fk := gnk- gnk+,, we have 
k=l 1 
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Hence by (3) and (B), 3f~$i,~ such that 
But Ckp;j fk = g, - grip. Thus as p -+ cc, 
Since by (A), Q, E Mt, we have (c). 
(d) Letfegr,,, ~f~,,~=O&S=suppf:Let?c’~!Z’and~x’~<l.Then 
by (3.11b), 
o= Ifl,.r'o<= Ifl1,,,'.(,i cf. 2.14(a). 
It obviously follows that Ix’ 0 tl(S) = 0, and therefore taking the supremum 
that s&S) = 0. Hence by 3.4(i), SE Mt. The converse is obvious. 
Part (e) is obvious from (3.11b) and 3.4(c). 1 
The corresponding situation for the space %i,II, where PE CA(9, lF) u 
CA(.Q, [0, co]), is more complicated. It is again easy to see that all 
Z-valued 9 simple functions are in 9&+, and that /I.11 l,p is a semi-norm on 
the vector space ?&, and /.ll,,~ becomes a norm when functions f and g 
differing on p-negligible sets are identified. But we are unable to say 
whether this norm is complete. Thus we only get the following very weak 
analogue of Lemma 3.13: 
3.14. TRW. Let peCCA(9, E) uCA(9, [0, a]). Then 
(4 %., is a pre-Banach space over F, when functions f, g in ‘?I,., such 
that 11 f - gll l,p = 0 are identified; 
(b) 9’(~2~, 3) is a linear mumfold in 9l,V, where 9,, is as in Part I, 
(2.11). 
We must emphasize that in 3.14 the condition Ilf - gl[ l,p =0 cannot be 
replaced by the condition supp(f - g) E Ss,. For as the following example 
shows, there may exist f E ?& for which ljfll l,p = 0, but IpJ(Supp f) = co. 
3.15. EXAMPLE. Let Sz = R, 9 be the family of bounded Bore1 subsets of 
IF! and p be the restriction to 9 of the Lebesgue measure over lF8. Let % be a 
Hilbert space # over IF such that dim 2 = card R and (U(O): o E I&!) be an 
orthonormal basis for 2. We assert that 
U(.)E%,p & II4 1,jl= 0 < a = IplwPP u). (1) 
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Proof of (I). We know %‘={(.,x),:xEz?}, and VXE#, 
supp(u( . ), x)* is countable. Therefore certainly (cf. A.4(d), Part I), 
VXEX, (u( ), x)~ E A?(9+‘=, Bl( IF)) = &(Bl( R), Bl( IF)), 
and so u(.)~d(Bl(R), w(X)). Also, VXEX, (u(.)), x)EL,.,; in fact 
jn (u(w), x) ,u(du) = 0. Clearly, 
VXEY?, I(u(.), x).%4 1.p = JD I(U(@)> x)x1 IPI = 0. 
Thus u(.)E?& and ll~lli,~= 0. But since lu(.)l = 1, supp U= R! and so 
M(SUPP u) = *. I 
This and other pathologies of 9,,, can be removed by imposing the 
requirement that X be separable. More generally, we could consider in 
place of %l,p, its better behaved subclass: 
(3.16) 93;:; := (f: f E ‘2& & Range f is separable}. 
But these consideration do not belong to this paper. 
This paper does not concern the Gelfand integrals of functions in ‘9i,e 
and %i.,. But to conclude our discussion of these spaces, we shall end with 
two basic results regarding these integrals. 
3.17. DEF. Let 92 be a ring over 0, and %, Y be Banach spaces over IF, 
and 
M( .) E FA(R, CL(%-, Y)); cf. Notation 1.1 (d ). 
We say that M( ‘) is strongly countably additive (SCA) on 92, iff Vx EX, 
M(. )(x) E CA(9, Y). 
The reason for the adjective “strongly” rests on the easily checked results 
that M is SCA on R, iff for all disjoint sequences (R,);” in W such that 
R := U;” R,E.%, we have 
in the strong operator topology of CL(E, Y). 
3.18. COR. Let (i) < ECA(~, Z), (ii) f EF&, and (iii) VA •9’~~ and 
Vx’ E Lx’, 
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Then 
(a) VA E @oc, q(A) E X”; 
(b) q,+ FA(@‘“, X”); 
(c) qf is SCA on g’Oc to X”. 
Proof: (a) Let A E g’Oc. Obviously q,(A) is a linear functional on X’ to 
IF. Also, by Prop. 2.18(a), 
V/x’ E X’, IqtA )W)l d Ifl 1,.6,;. 
Hence, on taking the operator norm, 
Ivju)I := ,-;,y;, I~~A)W)l G ,.;,y:, Ifl I,X’<( =: VI 1.t. 
$7 gl.,, Iv/tA)I G If I.5 < co. Thus v,(A) is continuous on X’, i.e., 
(b) Let A, B E g’Oc and A II B. Then it is easily checked that Vx’ E X’ 
v,U u BW) = v,tA Nx’) + WW’). 
From this it is clear that q,- is FA on g““, and (b) follows. 
(c) For all x’EX’, x’o r ECA(~, iF), and hence in terms of the 
notation 2.20(b) and by Cor. 2.24, 
Vx’ E X’, v.X.Nx’)= v~,,~;(.)~cA(?~.~~(f)’ 0 (1) 
But by (ii), f~ L,,,., 5. Hence by Lemma 2.21 (f), g.Y, ,Jf) = 9”’ and (1) 
reduces to 
Vx’ E X’, II/(. )(x’) E CA(@““, IF). 
Hence by Def. 3.17 we have (c). 1 
In exactly the same way we get 
3.19. COR. Let (i) ~ECA(~,, lF)uCA(g, [0, co]), (ii)fE%I,p, and (iii) 
VA E 9”’ and Vx’ E X’, 
i,tAW) = s, x’U-W) .Adm). 
Then 
(a) VA E 9’Oc, [f(A) E X”; 
(b) {,E FA(@“‘, X”); 
(c) if is SCA on Bloc to X”. 
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ProojI The proof is exactly like that of Cor. 3.18 and is therefore 
omitted. 
The Gelfand definite integrals are obtained by taking A = Q: 
(G) j f(w) 5(do) := v,W, E X”, 
n 
(G) j f(w) ,u(do) := &@-2) E X”. 
R 
4. THE Two F'ETTIS INTEGRALS 
In this section we adhere to Notation 2.1, but now (as in much of 
Section 3), assume that 
(4.0) p E CM% F), 5 E CA(9, X). 
4.1. DEF. Let f~ X” & C E 9”‘. Then we say that 
(a) fis Pettis integrable on C with respect to p iff 3x,~X such that 
Vx’ E X’, x’ .fE L,(Q, 9, p; IF) & x’(xc) = jc x’{f(w)} p(h); 
(b) f is Pettis integrable over +? s 9”’ with respect to p, iff VCE W, f 
is Pettis integrable on C with respect to p; 
(c) 9,;,r := 9i(sZ, 9, p; X) := {f: f E XR & f is Pettis integrable over 
9’Oc with respect to p}; 
(d) VCe 9“” & Vf e Pl,p, jc f(o) p(h) := the xc in (a); Vf EPl,r, 
E,(f) :=J,f(4P(w. 
4.2. DEF. Let f E IF* & C E 9““. Then we say that 
(a) f is Pettis integrable on C with respect to 5, iff 3xc~ X such that 
Vx’ E X’, 
fEL1(Q,9'oc,x'~~;F) & x/(x,)= f(w).x'{&ko)}; s C 
(b) f is Pettis integrable over 9? E 9?‘Oc with respect to 5, iff VC E W, f 
is Pettis integrable on C with respect to 4; 
(c) q,r=91(Q, 9, r; F) := {f: f~ FR & f is Pettis integrable over 
9“” with respect to <}; 
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(d) VCc@‘=&Vf EPl,;, jcf(w)[(do):= the xc in (a); 
It follows at once from 4.1(c), (a), 3.8(a), and (3.9a) and from 4.2(c), (a), 
3.8(b), and (3.9b) that 
(a) 
(4.3) (b) 
i 
where W(Z) is the a-algebra generated by the base NW. of weak 
neighborhoods of X. 
Results on the fundamental properties of YI;,t and E, are due to 
D. R. Lewis [S]. Central are those listed in the following theorem, the 
difficult parts (a), (c) of which are due to Lewis [S, 3.2, 3.41. 
4.4. THM. Let fEP,,<. Then 
(a) V’A E GP, xA .fE9',,.e, and with 
v(A) :=j f(w) t(dw)=E,(x, .f), 
A 
we have u E CA(g’““, 3); thus q is bounded on 9’OC; 
(b) VA E 9’Oc, s,(A) = sup 
5 lf(o)l~Ix'~Sl(d~)~~,+; 
(c) 3 a monotone increasing sequence (D,)? in 9 such that Vn 2 1, 
s,(Q\D,,)< l/n, & sq (Q\!, Dk)=O. 
ProoJ (a) Lewis [8, 3.21. 
(b) Let X’EF and A E@“. Then (cf. Def. 4.2(a)), 
(~'orl)(A)=~~f(o)(x'iS)(d~), 
and therefore by Thm. 2.32(a), 
I-~‘~vl(A)= jA If(o Ix’o5ltd~). 
Apply 3.4(c) to 4 and note that by (a) and 3.5(b), s,(A) < cci. Thus (b). 
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(c) This follows on combining (b) with the Lewis Lemma 3.4 
in [S]. 1 
4.5. THM. (a) .4’I:,c is a linear manifold in the Banach space S,,5, and E, 
is a linear contraction on .Y,;,< into X, i.e., 
(b) Y(9, ff) ~q,~ (cf. 2.1(f)), and for a %simple, IF-valued 
f=Ciizl akxDk’ we have E,(f)=C;=, akt(ok). 
(c) (Dominated Convergence) Let (i) (fn);" be a sequence in 63&, 
(ii) If,(.)] <g(.)~p,,~, and (iii)f,(.)+f(.) on Q, as n+ 00. Then 
moreover, the convergence is uniform with respect to A in 9’Oc. 
(d) (Simple Function Approximation) Let f E .Y,,tc. Then Vn 2 1, 3 a 
Ssimple function s, on Q to IF such that 
Vx’ E X’, I If(w)-s (w)l lx’~[l(do)<M n P ‘n’ 
and 
Proof: The conclusions (a) and (b) are routinely proved. The con- 
clusions (c) and (d) are the results 3.3 and 3.5 in Lewis [S]. 1 
Thm. 4.5(d) yields the following useful result: 
4.6. COR. w.cls Range E, = cls Range E, = Y; = w.cls.( Range 0, where 
w.cls stands for “weak closure,” and Y; := G{ Range 5); cf. 1.1(e). 
ProoJ By 4.5(a), Range E, is a linear manifold in X. Hence the first 
equality in the corollary follows from Mazur’s theorem [6, p. 36, 2.9.31; 
and since Y; is the closure of the linear manifold (Range 0, so does the 
last equality. It remains to establish the second equality. 
Let f~??~,~. Taking A =Q in 4.5(d), we conclude that Vn> 1, 3 a 
g-simple function s, on Q to [F such that 
E,(f) = lim E&S,). (1) n - ir 
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But for any g-simple s :=C; akXDk, we have by 4.5(b), E,(s) = 
C; ak[(Dk)E (Range 5). Thus (1) tells us that 
E&f) E cls Range i: = 9;. 
Thus 
Range Et E Y; (21 
Next VD E 9, t(D) = E,(x~) E Range E,. Thus Range r c Range E,, and 
because the last is a linear manifold, we have 
(Range t ) g Range E, & Y; c cls Range E,. (3) 
From (2) and (3) we get the desired equality. 1 
We now assert a theorem which suggests that Pettis integration (unlike 
Gelfand integration) is in some respects like Lebesgue integration:13 
4.7. THM. (a) PI:,; is the closure of the linear manifold Y(9, lF) in the 
Banach space c??,,~ (cf. 3.12(b), 3.13(a)); briefly, PI;.; = ~1s Y(9, IF). 
(b) V’E~~,~ & V(s,),“=, in Y(9, F) for which I~,--f1~,~-+0, as 
n-+ co, we have 
(c) Y,,e is a Banach space under the norm I.I,,5 when jiinctionsf, g in 
P,,<, for which supp(f - g) E -4: are identified. 
Proof. (a) Let f eL??l,r. Then Thm. 4.5(d) tells us that there is a 
sequence (s,)? in 9’(9, IF) such that Is, - f I 1,t -+ 0, as n + co, i.e., f is in 
the ldl.t closure of Y(9, E). Thus 
To show the reverse inclusion, let f E cls Y(9, F). Then obviously (cf. 
Lemma 3.13(b) and Def. 3.8(b)), 
I3 This question is discussed more fully in Remarks 4.15 
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and V~ERJ+, 3s,~Y(9, F) such that 
If-.&l I,[ := sup If- % l,x’Oc < l/n. 
x’ E .!F’ 
lx’l s 1 
Now let 
c E &PC & x, :=E&.s,)E%-. 
(2) 
(3) 
Then 
lx,--x,l.r= I~&bm-&NE 
= sup Ix’CES{X,(s,--s,)}lI,; 
X’E5’ lx’1 < I 
cf. [3, I, p. 65, No. 151. But 
< s R I.L(~)-~,(~)l Ix’~5l(dw)= I%n--s,l,..x’“~. 
Thus 
Ix,--Air6 sup I~m--s,I1,x’~~=: Ihz--s,11,5. 
X’EZ’ lx’1 < I 
But by (2) the last term tends to 0, as m, n + co. Thus (x,);= 1 is a Cauchy 
sequence in !X. 
Now let 
y, := lim x,EX, (4) n-m 
and grant momentarily that 
Vx’ E s?“‘, X’(Yc) = I cf(4w” 5Ndm). (11) 
Then by (I) and (II), f EY1;,<. Thus cls Y(9, [F)G~~,,, and (cf. (1)) (a) 
follows. It remains to prove (II). 
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Proof of (II). Let X’E X’ and Ix’/ < 1. Then by (I), ~EL,,,.~~, and 
by (3), 2.14(a), and (3.11(b)), 
Also by (4), x’(x,) + x’(vc), as n -+ cc. This yields (II) and completes the 
proof of (a). 
Part (b) is already clear from Thm. 4.5(d). 
(c) By (a), .Y,:,e =cls Y(g, F) is a closed subspace of the Banach 
space %i,<, and is therefore a Banach space under the same norm restricted, 
and after the same identifications as for y.(. 1 
Since for s,~Y(g, F), we have Is,( .)I EY(~, Rot), and 
IlS”(.)l - If(~)III.:G II~n(~)-S(~)II,.~= I&-fll,c? 
we see at once that whenever f( .) is in cls Y(g, F), so it is in If( .)I. Thus 
from Thm. 4.7(a) we may immediately conclude that 
(4.8) ,fEq,:* If(.)I E4.t. 
We turn to two important results. The first asserts that the support of a 
c-integrable function f lies t-essentially in a-ring(g): 
4.9. THM. (Suppf, for f~g,:,~). Let f~g,,~, and VA E??“‘~, q(A) := 
E&X, of). Then 3 a t sequence (Ak)pz 1 in 9 and WE -4; n -,?j = J$ such 
that 
(a) S:=suppf=NuU,“=, A, & NIlUp=, A,. 
(b) 3BEa-ring(g)3BcS& S\BE,/~;, 
(c) VkEN,, A,sS & lim,,,s,(Q\A,)=O. 
Proof: (a) By Thm. 4.4(c), 3 a r sequence (D,),“= , in 9 such that 
v’n> 1, 
s$2\D,) d l/n & s,(Q\C) = 0, where C := fi Dk. (1) 
k=l 
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Now let 
Vk> 1, A, :=SnD,, B:=SnC, N := S\C. (2) 
Then 
S=BuN, BIIN. (3) 
Also, since SE 9’Oc, we conclude that (A,),“= r is an t sequence in 9 such 
that Ak t BE o-ring(g); i.e., 
B= c A,,, A,E9. 
?I=1 
Finally, since N := S\C z Q\C, therefore by ( 1 ), 
0 6 s,(N) 6 s,(Q\C) = 0; i.e., NE &,. 
Hence by 4.4(b), VX’E%‘, jNIf(ce)I .Ix’o<[(dw)=O. But since NsS, it 
follows that Ix’o<l(N) =O, whence s,&N)=O, i.e., NE&,=J$ (cf. 3.4(i)). 
Thus NE JV~. Finally, if A E J$, then by 4.4(b), s,(A) = 0, i.e., A E J$. Thus 
MtcXV, and so Mt=Lqn~V,. Thus (a). 
(b) This is just a restatement of (a). 
(c) Since f vanishes on Q\S, therefore Q\S E NV = &,,, i.e., 
s,(sz\S) = 0. (4) 
Now by elementary set theory 
S\A, = S\(Sn D,) = S\D, G Q\D,. 
Hence by the incretonity of s,, (cf. 3.4(a)) and (l), 
0 < s,(S\A,) G s,(sZ\D,) < l/n. (5) 
Next, since A n := Sn D, E S, therefore Q\A, = (Q\S) u (S\A,), and by the 
subadditivity of s,J .), we have 
s,(Q\A,) G s,(Q\s) + s,(S\A,) G l/n, by (4) and (5). 
Hence s,(Q\A,) + 0, as n + m. Thus (c). 1 
The next important theorem gives a domination condition sufficient to 
ensure 5-integrability: 
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4.10. THM. (Domination Principle). Let (i)fE M(z%‘~‘, Bl(F)) and (ii) 
If(.)1 Gd(.)Efl:(Q, 9>5; b+). 
Then f EYl,;. 
Proof: By (ii) and the last theorem, 
S, :=suppd= NV B, NII B, 
NE.~, & B=lJ;=,D,,, D,E9, Dn~Dnt,, 
(1) 
where 
?(A 1 := -q(XA d), A E S”loc. (2) 
We shall first show, with the aid of the Dominated Convergence 
Theorem 4.5(c), that 
f .XBE%,5. (1) 
Proof of (I). By (i), 3(s,)‘y in Y(g““, IF) such that 
.G(.) -ft.) & b,(.)l T If( on Q, as nda-2. 
Now define f,J .) := s,( .) xD,(. ), and grant momentarily that 
(3) 
VnEN,, fnE9(9, QG%.;, 
f,(.)-f(.)b(.) & IfA~)l64(.) onfi, as n-tco. 1 
(A) 
Then by (i) and the Dominated Convergence Theorem 4.5(c), we have (I). 
Thus it only remains to prove (A). 
Proof of (A). Each f, is obviously a simple function with cells of the 
form Ajn D,, where Aj is a cell of s,( .). Since Aje 9“” and D, E $9, 
therefore the Aj n D, are in $9, i.e., fn E Y(9, F) s Y,pt. Also by (3), fn( ) := 
sA.1 xD,(.) -f(.) xB(.) on Q2, and by (ii) 
IfnC.)I 6 Is,(.)I G If(.)I <#(.I. 
Thus (A) holds, and (I) is established. 
Next, we deduce from (I) that f itself is in 9,,<, by showing that f meets 
the defining conditions for membership in Y1,(; cf. Def. 4.2. The first 
condition for measurability is ensured by the premise (i). Next, Vx’ E X’, 
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Hence 
(11) 
It follows from (II) that 
QC E 9’Oc & Vx’ E X’, 
s c f(o). (~‘0 [)(do) exists & E [F; (4) 
and it follows from (I) that 
vc E w, xc := 
s 
=f(w) xB(u) [(do) exists & E X. (5) 
Now grant momentarily that 
vc E PC & Vx’ E %-I, x’(x,)= f(w).(x’oO(do), 5 (III) C 
noting that by virtue of (5) and (4), both sides of the equality make sense. 
Then by (II), (III), and Def. 4.2, f  l 9l;,i;. Thus it only remains to establish 
(III). 
Proof of (III). Let CE 9“” and x’ E $7’. First, by (5), 
LHS(II1) =x’ f(o) XL?(W) ((do) 
= i cf(4 XB(~)(X’~5)(~~). (6) 
Next, by (ii), &:= supp f  E supp b =: S,, and therefore f  vanishes on 
C\S,. Hence 
RHS(II1) = 1 f(~)WO 5)(dw). 
c n s* 
But by (l), CnS,=Cn(NuB)=(CnN)u(CnB) and CnNllCnB. 
Hence 
RHS(III)=SC,Nf(o)(X’oT)(~~)+SC.riBf(W)(x’oS)(dO). (7) 
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Now VX’EX’ with lx’1 6 1, we have 
where the last three steps come from 4.4(b), from 3.4(a), and from 3.4(i), 
respectively. The integral on the left thus vanishes when Jx’I < 1 and 
therefore for all x’ E X’. Hence by (7). 
By (6) and (8) we have (III). Hence f~9i.~. (Indeed, (III) tells us that 
vc E PC, 
Two corollaries of the Domination Principle 4.10 follow immediately, the 
first on taking 4 = r. xa, where r E IF! + and xa E .??i,c, the second on taking 
#(.I= If(. 
4.11. COR. Let f E &(@‘, Bl(F)) and If(.)/ <r.XA(.), where rER+, 
AE~‘~‘, and x~E.Y?,;,~. Then If(.)IePl,c. 
4.12. COR. Let ~EJG!(@‘~, Bl(F)) and [f(.)l~P~,~. Then f,i: Ref, 
Imf, and the non-negative parts of Re f and Im f are all in PI;,<. 
Now let f E 9,:,<. Then f E JZ(@“~, Bl(F)) and by (4.8), If(.)/ l Pi,<. The 
function f meets the conditions of Cor. 4.12, and hence all the functions 
listed there are in 9,;,<. Since LYi,( is a vector space (cf. 4.5(a)), our results 
4.12, (4.8) can obviously be summarized in the following equivalence 
proposition: 
4.13. PROP. (Equivalence). Let f E J@(@“, Bl( lF)). Then the mem- 
bership in P,,c of any of the following blocks, separated by semicolons, entails 
the membership in 9,;. 5 of all of them: 
f; If(. f; Ref&Imf; (Ref), & (Imf)*. 
It should be noted that for Banach space ?Z such as cO, there are 
measures <E CA(9, X) for which Y1,c is a proper subset of 9?i,<. This is 
shown in the next result: 
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4.14. PROP. (Fundamental Example). Let 
(i) 52 be an infinite set equipped with the discrete topology, 
(ii) .6X := CO(Q, lF) = {f:fis bounded on Q to F & 
lim, + m If(w)I = Oh 
(iii) 9 = (D: D s 52 & D is finite}, 
(iv) VD E 9, c(D) :=x0. 
Then 
(a) % is a Banach space over [F under the sup norm 1 .I gri, 9 is a S-ring 
over 52 & 9”” = 2* = Bl(L?); 
(b) 5 E CA(g, Xl; 
(c) tlp~CCA(2~, IF), E,ot=p on 9& IE,oQ(.)=[p/(.) on 2n; 
Cd) WE M(@Oc, W)), Ifl 1,5 = Ifl a; and 
B(Q, F) := (f: f is bounded on Q to F} = 91,t; 
(e) .?&=?l, E,=I, & s&.)=1 on @‘c\{@}. 
Proof: Part (a) is obvious, and (b) follows vacuously. 
(c) For p E CA(2”, IF), we have VD E 9, 
(E,~(D)=E,{xD) = c XD(~CL{~ = 1 I+‘) =PL(D). weR WCD 
Thus E, o { = p on $9, and taking the total variation we get I E, 0 rl(. ) = 
lpl( .) on 9”‘. 
(d) Since 9“” = 2*, obviously JZ(@“, Bl( F)) = lFR. Fix f in lFR, and 
grant momentarily that 
L/-IL<= sup lfll,,,. (1) 
M(Q)9 1 
Then, since IfI I,,p, < Ifl, [p\(Q), it follows from (I) that Ifl~~ < Ifl,. 
Next, since for the (purely atomic) measure mwO with carrier {%}, 
v-l h”0 = I n If( m,,,(dm) = If(wA 
it follows that 
Thus, ISI 1,~ = If/,. As this holds Vfe lFn, i.e., Vfe A%‘/(@‘~, Bl([F)), we see 
from 3.12(b) that ‘?& = B(Q, F). 
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To complete the proof of (d), it remains to prove (I). 
Proof of(I). Recall that 
57 := CA(2O, F) is a Banach space under the total variation 
norm 1.1 I = Id(Q), 
and 
the correspondence ,M + E, is a linear isometry on JY onto X’ 
and therefore lEpl = /pi(Q). 
Now tixf~ F”. Then VP E CA(2R, IF) and x’= E,, we see from (c) that 
Hence taking the sup in (1 ), we have 
Ifl l,( := ,~y$ Ifl 1,/d ,;I = sup v-l I.I/rl. 
If4ln) G I 
Thus (I), and hence (d). 
(e) Let f~ X. Then obviously f e B(Q, F) = 31,c. Hence 
VX E X’, f~Jbo,,. 
Next, VC z 52, fxc E X and for x’ E X’, say x’ = E,, p E Y, we have 
I'(fx=)=~~f.(w)~(dw)=jc f(~)W@M~~)? by (~1. 
By (2) and (3) f EYi,[ and E,(f)=f: Thus 
xs4.c & E,=I,onZ’. 
Next, let f E.Y,,{. Then by Def. 4.2(d), and (c), 
V~E??U~~‘=E~,, 
x'{E,(f)}=jQf( )( (3 x'or)(~~)=Snf(w)~(dO). 1 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
When ,U = mUO, E, = 6& = the evaluation at oO. Hence if we take p = VZ,,~, 
(5) reduces to 
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Thus, f= E&)E 3. It follows that 9,;,{ c X. This, combined with (4), 
yields the two equalities in (e). 
Finally, as to sg, we have VA E 9”‘\{ @I>. 
s&l)= sup lx’~rl(A)= SUP IXAll,,X~~~, 
lx’1 < 1 Ix’1 < I 
Thus (e). 1 
= Ixal I,5 = IXAlco = 1, by Cd). 
4.15. Remarks. In the light of Thm. 4.7, the question arises as to 
whether the Pettis integral E,, for i: E CA(Q, X), is a Lebesgue integral. 
The answer will of course depend on the interpretation we give to the term 
“Lebesgue integral.” The classical definition of the Lebesgue class, involv- 
ing the total variation measure IQ(.) of r (cf. 2.14(a), (b) and 2.15(a)), viz., 
L,,, = {f: fe .N@‘, W)) & Ifl 1,lel-c ~0 1, 
where It 1 is the total variation of r and 
Ifl 1,151 := s If( . ItI( * 
is inadequate, since there are many important measures 5 in CA(9,%) for 
which 
VDE9, ItIP)=0 or Id(~) = co. 
For such <, the last L,,, will collapse to the unit-set comprising exclusively 
the equivalence class [0] of the zero-function. 
A more adequate procedure would be to take, instead of j.l,,,5, , the norm 
1.1 1,5 defined in (3.11 b). This would make L,,, = S,+. This, however, would 
generally prevent the Lebesgue integral from havmg the Pettis property, 
since in general ??r;.< is a proper subspace of 5&, as we saw in Exam- 
ple 4.14(f). 
An option open to us is to define 
L 1.5 := cls Y(9, lF) (closure in the Banach space 5&) (*I 
and then define jA f (0) c(do) to be the limit of the integrals of simple 
functions, as in 4.7(b). Then (cf. Thm. 4.7), we get all the properties expec- 
ted of the Lebesgue integral, including the Pettis property. From a struc- 
tural standpoint, however, the definition (*) has the shortcoming that it 
gives the L,-norm lVj,,5 a definition involving the entire unit ball of the dual 
space X’ of %, and is thus heavily “Pettis”; cf. (3.11). In this approach the 
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L, theory must await the development of a good deal of the Pettis theory. 
It would be much better to define the L1-norm, ab initio, in an entirely 
dual-free manner. 
From this standpoint Professor Thomas’ unpublished paper [17] is of 
considerable interest. It develops the integration of [F-valued functions with 
respect to measures 5 E CA(9, X), where X may not be a Banach space; 
his theory of the integral makes sense even for so-called F-spaces for which 
X’= (01. Professor Thomas shows moreover that his integral, which by 
necessity has a dual-free definition, is also Pettis when the F-space X hap- 
pens to be a Banach space. It seems clear that his concepts of integrability 
and integration coincide for Banach spaces X with our 9,,; and E,, but 
these equivalences remain to be proved. 
In the present paper we shall not adopt the definition (*), but continue 
to write PI,; instead of L,.,. This is both because of the shortcomings of the 
norm I.1 l,t of (3.11) from the Lebesgue standpoint and because for the 
purposes of product-measure theory and the Tonelli, Fubini theorems 
(Part III, to appear), the Pettis property is crucial as it is often necessary to 
employ functionals in X’ in both the definitions and the proofs. 
We turn finally to the effects of a linear transformation on the class 9,:,c 
and on l-integration. The following transformation law is routinely proved. 
4.16. LEMMA (Transformation Rule). Let (i) SV be a Banach space ouer 
5, and (ii) TECL(X, GY). Then 
(a) To[ECA(~,Y) & Y,t:~9’1,T <; 
(b) for bijective T, $,;.; =Pl,r.t; 
(c) Vf E q,< & VA E PC, T{S,f(w)5(dw))=~~f(w) T{SkW). 
5. THE IS-RING ~3~ OF SETS WITH ~-INTEGRABLE INDICATORS AND THE &RING 
z& OF SETS WITH FINITE SEMI-VARIATIONS 
The study of Pettis integration with respect to the measure 5 in 
CA(9, X) demands consideration of the extension [ of 5 to sets with 
“c-integrable” indicators. These notions are defined in terms of the prior 
notions, introduced in 2.1 (Part I) and Def. 4.2(c), (d), as follows: 
5.1. DEF.‘~ (a) 9$ := {D: BE@‘~ & x~E.GQ}; 
- - 
(b) VD E 9<;, ((0) := Ec(xo). 
I4 The notation 9< introduced here is consistent with the notation 9 in 2.11. For by 
2.15(c), the latter d-ring is precisely the &ring of “p integrable indicators.” Likewise the 
notation [ is a consistent extension of the notation fi defined in (2.25). 
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Likewise the study of the semi-variation st( (cf. 3.1(b)) requires 
consideration of another set-family: 
5.2. DEF. l5 Gt := {C: CEGPC & &(C)< co}. 
Our first goal is to show in analogy with Prop. 2.12 that GSC is a d-ring, 
that although in general GS c gC and 9 # gC;, we invariably have 
9”’ = gp. Likewise we shall show that g< is a &ring, & c @, and in 
general G@ # g< ; even so gp = gp invariably, cf. 5.9. In 5.8 we shall derive 
the simplification that <-integrability is equivalent to [-integrability even 
though 5 c & 
5.3. MAIN LEMMA I. (a) VAE@” & VDE&, AnD~9~5; 
(b) 9 ~9~ E a-ring(g<) E o-alg(S$) c 9“” = &@p; 
(c) S$ = a &ring c Q’Oc. 
Proof: (a) Let A E @” & D E @. Then we have to show that 
A~BELB’~~; (1) 
X,4fTDE9)1,6. (11) 
Now by 5.1(a), DE@~, and we know that A E 9’Oc. Since @” is a ring, 
it follows that A n DE CS7““. Thus (I). 
As for (II), since D EG@~, therefore xa EY~;,~. Now obviously 
x~~~EA(@‘~, Bl([F)), and 
Hence by the Domination Principle 4.10, xAn~ E .Y1;,i;. Thus (II), and the 
proof of (a) is over. 
(b) The first inclusion follows at once from 4.5(b), and the second, 
third, and fourth are obvious. We turn to the proof of the last equality. 
First, we have by (a) 
Thus 
(1) 
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Next, note that we have shown that 9 G 9<, and by Def. 5.1 (a), @ E @“. 
Thus 9 E .9< G @“, and by the Localization-Reversal Lemma A.3 (Part I), 
we have 
got s gloc, 
i’ (2) 
By (1) and (2) we have $9”’ = 9?, and (b) is proved. 
(c) Since every ideal in a a-algebra is a S-ring, it suffices to show that 
9< is an ideal in 91°c. In view of (a), we need only show that 9t is closed 
under finite unions. Now 
D,,D~E~~;=>D,,D,E~‘O~&~(D,,XD, Ep,,; 
*DI~D2~9’oc & XD,n D2 G x0, + XDz E g,:,< 
*D, vD~E@‘=&~~,~~~E~~,; by 4.10 
-DI uD~EC@<. (3) 
By (3) and (a), 9< is an ideal in 9”‘. Thus (c). 1 
We turn to the vectorial extension of the result (2.26): 
5.4. PROP. [E CA(gc, 2”) and t = Rstr.,[. 
Proof Let (Ak)FZ i be a sequence of disjoint sets in Qt and 
A:=U,“=,Ak~~~.Then~A=C~=,~AI.ButbyDef.5.l(a),each~,,~~,,5, 
which (cf. 4.5(a)) is a vector space. Thus 
Viz> 1, f XAkE~L; & f XAktXAE%~ 
k=l k=l 
It follows from the linearity of Et and the Dominated Convergence 
Theorem (cf. 4.5(a), (c)) that 
i E;kJ = E, { f x,+} - E&A), as n+c0, 
k=l k=l 
i.e., by Def. 5.1(b), C;I-=, [(A,) + [(A). Thus [E CA(9$, X). 
Next, let AE~. Then by 5.3(b), 4.5(b), and Def. 5.1(b), 
AE~&&(A)=E&)=:[(A). 
Thus 5: = Rstr., [. 1 
The next lemma yields the very useful simplification that the measures 
lx’ 0 ll and Ix’ 0 51 are equal for any x’ E X’, and that the semi-variations sg 
and sF are equal. 
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5.5. LEMMA. (a) VX’EX’, x’~l=Rstr.,x’o{, & lx’051 = Jx’o~~ on 
9’“‘; (b) sg = sF on @“; (c) J$ = J$$, %‘t = +8[. 
Proof. (a) Let x’ E X’. Since by 5.4, r = Rstr., 5; therefore x’o r = 
Rstr., x’ 0 1. 
To establish the second equality in (a), we revert to Def. 2.20 (Part I), 
and contend that 
Vx’ E X’, S$n,E~..~(l), & x’o[=v,.~,., on&, 
where 1 is the constant function xn. 
Proof of (I). Let x’ E X’. Then, since x’ 0 r E CA(g, [F), we have 
B&&kE’°C&~~E$& by Def. 5.1 
=d~~‘“c&QjEL1,x’05’ by Def. 4.2(a) 
*dEgx..;(l), by 2.20(a), 
i.e., g< E G8YS0& 1). Next Vd E &-, e(o) := ES(xa), and therefore 
(1) 
(x’a om = x’c~~b)l= I* x0(w). 1 . w t)(dw) 
Thus (I). 
=v d”~.l@)~ by 2.20(b). 
Thus VX’EX’, x’o[=v,s.;,, on g< and so by 2.24 and (I), x’ 0 [E 
CA($S[,, iF). We conclude from Thm. 2.32(a) that VA E 9p, i.e., by 5.3(a), 
VA E cPc. 
Thus (a) is proved. 
Part (b) follows at once from (a) and 3.4(c); thus VCE 9“” = 93: 
se(C)= sup Ix’oQ(C)= sup Ix’~Q(C)=sg(C). 
Ix’1 Q I 1.d < I 
(c) By (b), J+&=J+$. By 3.4(i) this equality reduces to J$ =J+$. 
Finally, it follows at once from 2.1(d), (e) (Part I) that Q?( = 
{Q\N: NE Jv;r}, and similarly for %?[. Hence %‘< = %?[. Thus (c). 1 
A corollary of Lemma 5.5, Prop. 5.4, and Thm. 4.9 on supports is the 
result that every set in gc is so-to-speak “t-essentially” in a-ring(g). More 
accurately, we have: 
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5.6. PROP. Let A E 9{. Then 3 a r sequence (Ak)pz, in 9 and ONE JI$ 
such that 
(a) A=NulJ,“=, A, & NII IJkm,, A,Eo-ring(g). 
(b) NECK, r(N)=0 & [(A)=lim,,, [(A,). 
Proof: (a) We are given that f:=xA •g,,~, and S := suppf= A. Let 
q(B) := E&J), BE@‘~. Then by Thm. 4.9(a), 3 a 1 sequence (Ak)Fz, in 
G8 and 3N E -/v; such that 
A=Nu lj A, & N Ij fi A,. (1) 
k=l k=l 
Thus (a). 
(b) Since NE @” = 6@p by 5.3(b), and A ~9~ and by (l), NE A, 
therefore 
N=NnAEg( & [(N)=[(NnA)=ES(XNf)=q(N)=O. (2) 
Finally, by 5.4, [E CA(g<, 3). Hence, by ( 1) 
Thus (b). 1 
A converse to the last proposition to the effect that 
(Ak)pz, in 9 is t & x := lim ((A,) exists &ET 
n-a 
fails even for % = R as the following simple example shows: 
5.7. EXAMPLE. Let Q := N + , 
9 := {D: DE N + &D is finite} 
VDE9, r(D)= c (-l)k-l/k 
ksD 
VnEbJ+, D, = { 1, 2, . . . . n}. 
Then r E CA(g, R) trivially, and 
((0,) = 2 ( - 1 )k - l/k -+ log 2, as n-+co. 
k=I 
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But Up=rDk=N+, and XN+(.)= 1 on N,. Also, an x’ E R’ just multiplies 
by a fixed real number. Thus Ix’ 0 (I(. ) = c . Itl( ), c > 0. Clearly, 
k=l 
Thus xN+ 4~~.,,x~~cg~ and therefore xhl+ 4 q;.c, i.e., Up= r D, $ gt. 
We shall now apply the equalities established in Lemma 5.5 to show the 
equivalence of <- and [-integrability: 
5.8. THM. (a) V’E &!(9”‘, BI([F)), ISI I,5 = IfI ,,t< co. 
(b) %.t = %,[ & Vff%,t, Ifl ,,e = If11.e. 
(cl 94p(9, IF) G mqs, v, and both are everywhere dense linear 
manifolds in 9’,;,t; ; moreover, for an [F-valued, 9@mple f = C; = , akx.+' we 
have E,(f)=CII=, akt@k). 
Cd) %:.e=q;,c and E,( . ) = Eg( ). 
(e) LSf=&-, f=[. 
(f) VX’EX’, X’o[=x’. 
Proof. (a) By 5.5(a), VX’E~‘, Ix’o{\ = Ix’o[l on 9”‘. Hence 
VfE dz'(@'c, Bl([F)), IflI,,.b~,= Ifll.l.Y'~:I~ 
Taking the sup over lx’1 < 1, we get (a); cf. (3.11)(b). 
Part (b) follows at once from (a) and Thm. 3.12(b). 
(c) By Def. 5.1(a), the function-family 
9 := {ID: DEG2<} !zPlJ. 
Since Y,Yi; is a vector space (cf. 4.5(a)), it follows that 9’(9<, IF)= 
(9) ~9,~. Next, since for Akeg<, I?&~~)= [(Ak), and E, is linear, we 
get the expression for E&f ). Finally, since (cf. 5.3(b)), 9 G 9< we have 
Y(9, IF) G Y(S$,, IF) G 91,tc. Hence by 4.7(a), 
Since by 4.7(c), 91;,t is a Banach space, this reduces to 
.e?l,i; = cls 9(9, IF) = cls 9(9<, [F). (1) 
In (l), the closure is with respect to the norm 1.1 I,c, which equals I.1 r.e by 
(a). This completes the proof of (c). 
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(d) Applying 4.7(a) to the measure [, we get 
q,i= cls Y@c,, iF), cls w.r.t. 1.1 ,,4. 
This by virtue of (a) and ( 1) reduces to 
q.r= cls Y(9, F) = fl,;. 
Next, let fE p,:.t = 4.4. Then 
by 4.2(d) 
Hence, by Def. 4.2(d), 
= I R f(o)(.u’ O O(da), by 5.5(a). 
This yields the second equality in (d). 
(e) Since [ has the domain 9<, we see on applying Def. 5.1(a) that 
L2+ := {A: A E ,9J”= & X.4 EP,,g}. 
But by 5.8(d), (e), the RHS reduces to &. Also, [has the domain z?&, i.e., 
gC, and again by (d), VA E St, 
f(A) := ES(xA) = E&X/,) =: ((A). 
Thus (e). 
(f) We have (cf. Def. 5.1(b) and footnote 14) 
Dom[(x’o [)I := 9.X,,E 
:= {A: AE [Dom(x’o[)]‘““& Ix’o[l(A)< co} 
= {A: A E (9t)‘0c & lx’0 ([(A) < 03 >, by 5.5(a) 
= {A: AE@=& p5~1(~)< CXI}, by 5.3(b) 
= 9.r<,,e =: Dam(m). 
Finally, by Defs. 5.1(b) and 4.2(a), and (d), VA EC@~., <, 
(x’ot)(A) :=E,.~,e(xa)=x’{Ey(~~)} =x’@&a)} 
= E,. >&) =: (X’)(A). 
Thus (f). I 
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We now turn to the set-family G$ introduced in Def. 5.2, and in the spirit 
of Lemma 5.3 assert for it the following lemma, keeping in mind that 
got = got. 
r 
5.9. MAIN LEMMA II. (a) VA E 9:“” & VD E @, A n DE @; 
(b) 9t c G< s a-ring(gt) & a-alg(a<) E 9”” = 9p = a?; 
(c) a, = a J-ring c 9p. 
Proof: (a) Let A E 9: and 4 E G$. Then we have only to show that 
A n D E @‘=; (1) 
s&A n D) < CO. (11) 
Since by 5.2 and 5.3(b), 9,~9 lo’ = 9?, we have BE 9’Oc and A E Cl@‘. 
Therefore D n A E 9’Oc. Thus (I). 
As for (II), since DE@,, therefore by 5.2, s&d)< co. Also, by (I), 
A n d E @” = the domain of sg, and sg is monotone increasing. Hence 
S&A n D) 6 s,(D) < co. Thus (II). This establishes (a). 
(b) The second, third, and fourth inclusions are obvious, and the 
first equality repeats what is in 5.3(b). Hence only the first inclusion and 
last equality have to be established. 
Let D E Ft. Then by 5.1(a), 4 E @“. Also, since by 5.1(b), & is the 
domain of 5, we can apply 3.5(b) to [ and conclude that s,(a) < co. Since 
by 5.5(b), st( = sF, we have _s,(d) < 00. Thus we have both d E 9’Oc and 
s<(D) < co, i.e., by Def. 5.2, DE g<. Thus 9C c @. 
To turn to the last equality in (b), we first note that by (a), 
Thus 
Next, note that we have shown that zC G @, and by Def. 3.2 and Lem- 
ma 5.3(b), gC E 9ioc = 9:““. Thus 9< E .C+ E Qp, and by the Localization- 
Reversal Lemma A.3, we have 
By ( 1) and (2), we have gp = 9p. This finishes the proof of (b). 
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(c) It will suffice to show that @ is an ideal in the a-algebra GSF, 
i.e., $S““. Now since sg is finitely subadditive (cf. 3.4(a)), therefore 
A,BEL+A,BEGP & s;(A)<co, s,(B)<oo 
*AuBE@‘~ & ~,&AuB)<s~(A)+s;(B)<rxi 
=AuBE@. (3) 
Also, since gp=g’Oc, (a) asserts that 
VAELP’&VdE~~, And+ (4) 
By (3) and (4) g< is an ideal in the a-algebra @” and is therefore a 
d-ring. 1 
The inclusion Gj E 9:” asserted in 59(c) proves to be quite useful when 
rendered in the explicit form 
(5.10) VAE~~&&~~~~, An&gt. 
That the inclusion g( c Z& asserted in 5.9(b) is in general proper is shown 
by the following example: 
5.11. EXAMPLE. Let 0, C&, 9, 5 be as in Prop. 4.14. Then 
G2+3#f’“‘=2Q=~~. 
The second equality is obvious, and therefore so also the inequality. 
Hence only the first and last equalities have to be proved. 
Let AEON. Then by 4.14(e), s<(A) = 1 or 0. Hence by Def. 5.2, A E a;. 
Thus 2* = a,. 
Next, we have 
AEG@=~~E~‘~,~=X, by Prop. 4.14(e) 
‘6eAcQ&Aisfiniteo: AE~. 
Thus C@< = 9. 
To complete our discussion of the relationships among the three &rings 
9, g[, and G<, we give two examples to show that in general the inclusions 
o-ring(g) E a-ring(&)), a-ring(gt) G cr-ring(a*) 
are proper. 
I6 With the discrete topology for Q, xA E C,,(Q, IF) iff A is finite. This is because with this 
topology we have (i) xA E C,,(Q, IF) iB cls A is compact, (ii) the compact sets are precisely the 
finite ones. 
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5.12. EXAMPLE. 9< @ a-ring(g) 5 o-ring(Qc). 
Let 
Q= R, 9 = {D: D c N + & D is finite}, 
Then trivially, 9 is a b-ring over $2, < E CA(9, R,, ), and 
VA E 9+‘= = 2” , 151(A)= 1 l/k. 
keN+nA 
Now, since < is R-valued we have (cf. (2.11), 2.15(c), 51(a)), 
&= {A: AE~‘~=& IQ(A)<oo}. 
Now, 1<1(R\fV+)=O, and o-ring(9)=2”+. Hence 
W\tW + E gc\a-ring(9) G o-ring(S$)\a-ring(B)). 
Thus 9< & a-ring(g) 5 o-ring(St). 
5.13. EXAMPLE. Gc g a-ring( 90 s cr-ring(@). 
Let s2, 97, 9, 5: be as in Prop. 4.14, except that now Q has the cardinality 
c of R. As shown in 5.11, 
~~=~=(D:DcSZ&Disfinite}&~~=22R. 
Hence 
a-ring(gc) = (A: A E 52 & A is countable) & a<. 
However, since g< = 2R is a a-algebra, we have 
a-ring( B{) = Gc = 2R. 
Obviously, Q E a-ring(@), but 52 4 a-ring(S$). Hence a-ring(S$) so-ring(@). 
In view of Examples 5.11-5.13, the best we are able to say at present 
concerning the relation between the a-rings due to 9, 9c is as follows: 
5.14 PROP. Let roCA(9, X). Then 
a-ring(90 = a-ring(g) u [Mt n a-ring(S 
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Then (cf. [2, p. 5, Prop. 9]), 
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E, let BE o-ring(g<). 
By Prop. 5.6(b), each D, = B,u N,, where B,E(T-ring(g) and Nk~ 
St n .,lr Hence 
B=iJ (B,uN,)=BuN, 
1 
where 
B := 6 Bk E o-ring(s), N:=c N,Ea-ring(&)nXC. 
1 1 
Thus BE c-ring(g) u a-ring(g< n J$). 1 
The corresponding result for G$, 
a-ring(Gi,) = a-ring(g) u [J$ n a-ring(a 
fails. This is clear from Ex. 5.13, where @ = 2n, but .4$ = {a} and 
o-ring(g) comprises only the countable subsets of 52. 
We must next study the “a-finiteness” properties of the measures t, [ and 
of the semi-variation s;, for these properties are required in the 
Radon-Nikodym, Tonelli, and Fubini theorems. The adjective “a-finite” is 
a misnomer when applied to any measure except a [0, co]-valued measure. 
What is meant of course is that Q is a countable union of sets, which are in 
the set-family on which the measure is well-defined. For us, the relevant set- 
families are those on which <, [, and sg are well-defined, viz., 9, gti;, and 
G$. Accordingly we have to consider three types of “a-finiteness,” to wit: 
(5.15) Q E a-ring(g), Q E a-ring( gC), R E a-ring(G<). 
Only the second and third types are important, for only the a-rings gC and 
g( are intrinsic. Since (cf. 5.7(b)) g< c G<;, 
(5.16) Q E a-ring(&) * 52 E o-ring(9,). 
Thus the assumption of the third condition in (5.15) yields a stronger 
theorem than does the assumption of the second condition. The following 
result records some obvious consequences of these assumptions. 
5.17. TRW. Let Q, 9, 3, be as in 2.1, and 9<(, Gc be as in Defs. 5.1(a) 
and 5.2. Then 
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(a) 52 E o-ring(gc) a a-ring(Gc) = a-alg(g& = @Oc, 
(b) Q E a-ring(gt) * a-ring(%$), a-alg(g<), cr-ring(a<), a-alg(Gc) 
are all equal to 9’Oc. 
Proof: It is easily seen that 
9 = b-ring E 2R & Sz E cT-ring( F) * a-ring(F) = F--l”. (1) 
Part (a) follows when the result (l), with % = &, is combined with the 
inclusions and equalities established in 5.9(b). Part (b) follows likewise 
from (l), with fl= g<:, and 5.9(b). We recall that by (5.16), Q E a-ring(Gc), 
and so the equalities in (a) also hold. 1 
An assumption of o-liniteness mitigates to an extent the difficulties 
created by having an inclusion and not an equality in (4.3b). Thus such an 
assumption restores to an extent some of the conveniences that accrue 
when the Banach space X is weakly Z-complete (Part III, Sect. 10). 
Our next result exhibits how @ “a-finiteness” bears on the 
Radon-Nikodym derivative of x’ o [ with respect to Ix’ 0 ll, for any x’ 
in X’: 
5.18. LEMMA. Let D E o-ring(a{). Then Vx’ E X’, 3u,.( .) E .M(@“‘, Bl( F)) 
such that 
lu,,( .)I = 1 on Q & 
d(x’ot) 
u,, =m. 
The measure x’ o tJ is of course absolutely continuous with respect to 
lx’0 41, since it is Lipschitzian with respect to the latter, i.e., Ix’{ {(A))1 < 
lx’0 51(A), for A E 9. 
ProoJ By hypothesis and Def. 5.2, 
Q= (y a,, where Q,, E @” &s&Q,,) < co. 
?I=1 
Now let x’ E X’. Then by Lemma 3.4(d) and (1 ), 
Ix’o5l(QJQ lx’1 ..Y$(QJ < a, 
and obviously, 
x’ 0 (f E CA( 9, IF), lx’0 51 E CA(@=, [0, co]), 
& VDE9, I(x’oO(D)l 4 Ix’otItD). 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
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By (l)-(3), the CA measure Ix’051 is o-finite on 58““, and x’o<+ Ix’o51. 
Thm. 2.41 therefore applies, and we get the desired result. 1 
As a final remark in this section, we point out that care must be excer- 
cised in applying the bar to the inclusion relations of measures in 
CA(SS, %“). The implication 
5*gt2’t,E52 
does not prevail in general. Indeed, we may have 5, G t2 and rz E [, . This 
happens since for 5, ECA(~,, SF’), [2~ (GS*, X), the definitions of [,, [, 
involve By, &@p (cf. 51(a)), and we may have gh:“” c gy even when 
9, c &. When in addition to 5, c t2, we are given that Qz G ad:“‘, we have 
the following result: 
5.19. TRW. Let (i) 5, ECA(~,, %), <z~CA(GS1, 5); (ii) 5, gt2; and 
(iii) 9, c & G 6SJy. Then 
(a) G@C c 9:‘; 
(b) VEE~~&VX’EX’, Ix’~~,I(E)~(x’@~~~(E); 
(c) VEE @‘=, s,,(E) 6 ss,(E); 
(d) Vfe JWW, B&Q), IfI,.;, d Ifl ,,52; 
(e) %52 c %;,. 
ProoJ Part (a) follows from (iii) and Lemma A.3. (b) Let x’ E 57’. Then 
obviously x’ 0 5,~ x’ 0 r2. Let E E gp. Then by (a), EE 9p. Now E has 
fewer subintervals d in 9, than in G&. This, together with the equalities 
l(x’ot,)(d)l = I(x’o<~)(~)( for AE&, shows that Ix’o5,1(E)< Ix’~~~I(E). 
Thus (b). 
Part (c) follows from (b) on taking the sup for Ix’\ d 1. Part (d) follows 
at once from (b) and the definition of IfI ,,<. Part (e) follows from (a) and 
(d) on using Th. 3.12(b). 1 
An interesting question is: What happens when the premise 5, c r2, 
Z& E gp is strengthened to 5, c tz s [,? In this case it turns out that 
5, c r, > as the following useful proposition reveals. 
5.20. PROP. Let (i) 5, ECA(G&, T), r2~ CA(&, St-), (ii) r, G c2 E [, 
and therefore 9, G g2 c (9, )<, . Then 
(a) 6S,:“‘c@C, 
(b) ~,,,=~,5,n~(~:OC,Bl(5))~~,;,, 
(c) &G&,, 
(d) (%2)52 = (9, Je, n gn:“” E (9, &,, 8~ r2 = Rstr.,,2,cz tl G t=, , 
(e) VAE~P, It,l(A)< ItA & st,(A)6se2(A). 
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ProoJ: (a) Since by 5.1(a), (gi)e, cgp, (ii) yields @ G&G 
(9fl)tl, 5 9p. Hence by 519(a), we have (a). 
(b) First note that by (ii) and (a), 
Now grant momentarily that 
Vg E JW@“, WV), lgll,~2= IgIl,<*= lglI,F,~@A (1) 
and let feYi 5 nAf(gp, Bl([F)). Then by (2) and Thm. 4.7(b), 
f~ .k’(gp, Bl(lF)) and 
3(s,),“=, in Y(C@, E) 3 lim If- s,I ,,[, = 0. 
“+CC 
By (1) and (I) this yields 
3(s,),“=, in .Y(L?&, IF) 3 lim If- s,I 1,52 = 0. 
n-tw 
Hence by Thm. 4.7(a),feP,,,,. Thus 
$.5, n JW%=, WV) E %:.tj. 
Next let f 6 ?&. Then 
fEAC@=, BUV), 
and by Thm. 4.7(a), 
(3) 
(4) 
3(s,),“=,inY(~~,[F)3 lim lf-s,11,52=Q (5) 
n-cc 
By (1) and (I), this can be written 
Hence by Thm. 4.7(b), f E Pi;,t_, . But by Thm. 5.8(d), Pi,e, = 9i.c;. Thus 
.f ES,&. (6) 
BY (6) and (4), 
$,e, G $:,t, n 4W, WV). (7) 
By (3) and (7) we have (b). It remains to prove (I), however. 
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Proof of (I). Let x’ E X’. Then by (ii) and 5.19(b), we have 
Ix’0511 < lx”J5216 Ix’d,l on LPC, 2 
By 5.5(a), the first and last of these measures are equal of $@p, and 
therefore, by (a), certainly equal on the smaller a-algebra 9::““. Therefore 
Ix’o<~I = Ix’o~,~ on Q?p. 
It follows that VgE u%e(gp, Bl(F)), lgl ,.x, ,<? = lgl,,\-, <,. Taking the 
supremum over lx’1 d 1, we get 
Also, by Thm. 58(a), (gl,,;,= IgIl,?,. Thus (I). 
This completes the proof of (b). 
(cl Letf E%52t and (s,);= r be as in (5) and (5’), so that 
lim If -s,I 1.~~ =O= lim If-s,lI,~,. (8) n-r n-Y? 
Since, as is easily checked, V< E CA(g, X) and V’ g E PI,c, 
IE~(f)-E,(g)l,dIf-g1,.5, 
it follows from (8) that 
E,,(f) = lim ES&), Ef,( f) = lim Ec,(s,). (9) n+a n-a 
But s,~P’(g~, IF) and by (ii), VA E&, 5,(A) = g,(A). Hence E,,(s,) = 
Ec,(s,) and (9) reduces to Et,(f) = Ef,(f ). But by Thm. 5.8(b), Ef= E,, for 
any 5 E CA(g, X). Thus E,,(f) = Ee,(f ), as required for (c). 
(d) 
Af(9p, 
By Def.5.l(a), AE(~~)~~ iff x~EP,.~~, i.e., by (b), iff x~EP,,~,~ 
Bl([F)), i.e., iff A E (gI)t, and A E gp. Thus ($32)t, = (C&)<, n $Sp. 
Finally, by (~1, VA E (% Jt;, , 
t,(A) := E,,(L) = E&t) =: t,(A), 
i.e., l2 E [, . This completes the proof of (d). 
(e) Let AEcS~. Then by (a), AESS~. Writing II;, l7; for the 17, 
partitions with cells in 9,) &, respectively (see Part I, Def. 2.3), we have 
ni~n;. Hence from the definition of [<,1(A), lc21(A) in 2.3, we have 
1511(A)< lt21(A). This of course also holds with ~‘05~ instead of t;, 
(i= 1, 2), where X’E X’. Taking the supremum over lx’1 < 1, we get 
s,,(A) <s,,(A). Thus (e). 1 
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Note ridded in prooJ: 1. The deduction of 3.5(e) from 3.5(d) is misleading in that the 
former is much simpler. It follows from the equality 
sup sup Ix’~tI(A,)= sup supIx’~5l(A”x 
n a L Lx’, 6 1 ,r’,ilnB, 
on noting that Ix’061 (A,) r Ix’0 (1 (A), and s (A,) is 1 as n + CCI. 
2. The following extension of 3.5(d), resulting from the equality SC = sr, in 5.5(b), may be 
noted: For 5 E CA(LS, X), 
(En),“=, is in LS< & E, 1 E as n + a, *s&E,) 1 se(E), as n + co. 
3. Prop. 5.6 conveys less than available information, and should be supplemented 
with: 
5.6’. PROP. For 5 E CA(9, T), the following are equivalent: 
(co EELS<; 
m EE@“~ & 3 7 sequence (d,),“=,~~n2’3~~(E\D”) 1 0. 
Proof That (a) =z. (/?) follows on taking f= xE in 4.4(b),(c). That (/I) 3 (a) is clear, since 
l~~-~~.(,,~=s&E\d,) 1 0, and therefore X~ECIS .Y(LS, IF)=q,c. 1 
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